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AISECT'S PREAMBLE
India's leading Social Enterprise, AISECT has been instrumental in 

delivering quality Education, Skill Development, Financial Inclusion and 

other ICT-based services that builds careers for students and brings about 

inclusive changes in the previously untapped semi-urban and rural areas of 

the country. Established in 1985, AISECT has been working towards 

bridging the skill and ICT gap between urban and rural India and creating 

local opportunities for the rural youth. Focused on creating an inclusive 

society, AISECT has been untiringly reaching out to the remotest corners of 

the country to empower people, generate employment for the youth and 

unfold entrepreneurial initiatives.

AISECT's determined efforts towards social development had been 

published earlier as series named “PEHEL”. These initiatives were:

1. MULTIPURPOSE ELECTRONICS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

CENTRES-Promoting I.T. Entrepreneurship Employment and 

Maintenance in Rural Areas

2. INDIRA SUCHNA SHAKTI YOJNA – One of the Biggest Computer 

Education Projects in Schools in India   

3. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FOR WOMEN  - Empowering Women 

with Skills in Information Technology

4. SUCHNA MITRA – Making People Partners in E-Governance

5. I.T. YATRA – A Campaign for Taking Information Technology to People

6. AISECT PUBLICATIONS – Creating Contents in Indian Languages

7. ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 

AISECT has been working towards its mission of delivering its services to 

every nook and corner of the country in the past years and is dedicated 

towards bringing a social change through its initiatives. AISECT will continue 

to publish these new initiatives in the field of education, skill development 

and services by the name “SAMARTH”. 

AISECT is aligned to the Government of India's key Missions of Digital India, 

Skill India, Start Up Stand Up, Financial Inclusion, Women Empowerment 

and will continue to work towards developing a New India. AISECT is 

committed towards spreading its array of services to reach the unreached 

and will continue to deliver quality Education, Skill Development, Financial 

Inclusion and other ICT-based services.
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PAN-India Presence:

29 States

3 Union Territories

475 Districts

1,500 Blocks

7,200 Panchayats

Offices:

20,000 Centres

12 State Offices

28 Regional Offices

Connected with:

20 Lakh people trained

15,000 Rural 

entrepreneurs generated

11 Lakh recruitments

50 Lakh people 

empowered

Headquarter Delhi Office

Skill Knowledge
Provider Centres State Offices
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AISECT Target Segments

The Indian Pyramid and its Digital and Skill Divide

Digital & Skill Divide
Parameters

Technology
Integration

Access
to Connectivity

Availability of
Trained Manpower

Nature of Demand

Major Cities: 100

Districts : 600

Blocks : 6000

Panchayats:

2,50,000

Villages : 7,00,000

I

II
Good Power
Trained HR

Better Connectivity
Convergent Technology
Vertical ICT Demands

Poor Power
Unskilled HR

Unreliable Connectivity
Non Convergent Technology

Horizontal ICT Demands
Language and Gender Divide

AISECT Points of Intervention

AISECT primarily works in seven verticals. In their endeavour to uplift and 

empower the rural and semi-urban masses, AISECT's unique value proposition has helped 

in the advancement of Educational Academies, Skill Development, Capacity Building 

Projects, Common Service Centres, Banking Services, Rural Job Placements and Higher 

Education Institutions.  

AISECT has been working in the field of skill development and training for the past 31 

years and have reached the remotest corners of the country. It is a pioneer in imparting 

skill development courses in local language which explains its reach at the grassroots. 

AISECT's reach within the country is aptly showcased through a Demographic 

Pyramid whereby the penetration of AISECT's various activities is highest at the 

bottom.

 Skill Development and 

Vocational Education : 

With the evolution of AISECT by working in the field of skill development some 

major learnings which differentiated it are as follows :

In summary trying to

Organize the

Unorganized Sector

Creating an

‘Access Anywhere’ MOOCs:

aisectonline.com 

Creating an innovative online

& offline Placement support

portal: Rojgarmantra.com

Pioneering

‘Multipurpose IT Centre’

Model

Course Material creation

in Local Languages

Creation of an

Entrepreneurial & Demand

led Model

Innovative Mobilization

Campaigns

Forging Developmental

Linkages with ongoing

Government Initiatives

Launching India’s first

Community Radio station

by a University 

Introducing Online Live

Lectures through Distance

Learning Centres

Continuous addition of

Emerging Vocations

Integrating Skill Development

within the Higher

Education Framework

AISECT's Differentiating Factors and Learnings in the field of  Skill Development
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 AISECT – NSDC Partnership:

AISECT joined hands with NSDC with the mission to skill around 1.3 million youth 

across rural and semi-urban India in 2012, in seven of the twenty-one priority 

sectors identified by NSDC. The seven sectors identified by AISECT for training the 

youth are IT and ITES, Electronics and Hardware, Banking and Financial Services, 

Teacher and Assessor Training, Textiles, Organised Retail and Agri skills. These are 

the sectors which are estimated to have the highest contribution towards the 

requirement of skilled workforce in the country over next ten years. Under this 

partnership AISECT has also been affiliated with 12 Sector Skill Councils formed 

under NSDC.

 The main objectives of this partnership were :

 To expand the skilling and training facilities of AISECT, first in the 

rural and backward regions of states such as Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, 

Jharkhand, Bihar, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Orissa, Maharashtra and Punjab 

and then expand across the country.

 To undertake massive “Training of Trainers” program to improve the 

quality of skill training and to up skill the technology utilization of trainers in 

training.

 To utilize the nearly 6,000 Common Service Centres (CSCs) set up by 

AISECT at the Panchyat Level across Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh & Punjab 

for skilling youth.

 To link skill development programs with university education and 

to set up Vocational Academies or Skill Resource Centers within the two AISECT 

Universities.

 To support the skill development training programs by providing 

placement services both online and offline to the trained manpower.

 To expand and develop the AISECT Content Creation Center as the 

backbone of the ongoing skill development efforts.
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 Higher Education :

Thus, AISECT has been contributing to the Skill India Mission through the following 

initiatives :

A path-breaker in the field of ICT and skill-based education and 

training, AISECT has positively empowered millions of lives through their 

educational initiatives over the last 33 years. The Group has established several 

premier higher education institutions at locations which were in dire need of quality 

higher education institutions. In 2006, Dr. C. V. Raman University, central 

India's first private university, was established in Chhattisgarh and has 

empowered thousands of students with industry-oriented skills. Moreover, India's 

first skill-based private University, Rabindranath Tagore University, 

Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh strives to impart skill-based quality education and 

promote research driven advancement of knowledge for creating successful 

professionals. Established by the AISECT Group in 2010, it has carved a niche for 

itself in Madhya Pradesh. This need of imparting skill based higher education 

motivated to established AISECT University, Jharkhand, Dr. C. V. Raman 

University, Bihar and Dr. C. V. Raman University, Madhya Pradesh. 

Furthermore, SCOPE Group of Institution (SCOPE College of Engineering and 

SCOPE College of Education) has been established in Bhopal. With strong industry 

linkages, AISECT's focus lies in the holistic learning and development of a student in 

order to ensure the  effective application of knowledge for a secure future.
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Online Education :

Giving shape to AISECT's endeavor to support the Skill India and Sarva Shiksha 
Abhiyan movements, aisectmoocs.com was established as India's 
largest free online open learning platform. AISECT in association with 
Ireland-based ALISON, offers inclusivity in education by giving students in the 
remotest corners of the country easy and free access to world-class course curriculum 
with over 2000 free certificate/diploma courses available in both 
English and Hindi. In a blended model students enrolled for an AISECT MOOC 
course will have the choice of studying at home or coming to the AISECT Centre to 
make use of the available facilities. 

AISECT has also launched a portal 'aisectonline.com' to empower students in the 
remotest corners of the country with anywhere, anytime access to education.

AISECT has also initiated concentrated efforts in various B2C services such as mobile 
and DTH recharge, examination form download and submission, railway ticket 
booking, data entry operations etc., to make such services more accessible to the 
common man by integrating with government departments, private businesses and 
other organizations.

 AISECT School Services :

AISECT's rich experience in the education sector has led to the establishment of a 

series of educational ventures, Brainy Bear Activity Club & Pre-School, Brainy 

Bear Publications and multimedia school content for students from kindergarten to 
th class 12 that provides cost-effective, interactive learning solution to children. 

AISECT has successfully integrated itself in the pre-school segment by establishing 

Brainy Bear Pre-school and Activity Club chain, aimed at providing first-of-

its-kind affordable pre-schooling chain in tier 2 and 3 cities. It has also included other 

programs like, Mother Toddler Program and After School Program. AISECT's pre-

schooling chain in the rural areas was initiated as Brainy Bear Prarambh. With over 

16 centres launched within 1 year, AISECT's Brainy Bear Pre-school and Activity Club 

chain has successfully enrolled more than 500 students in an attempt to provide 

affordable and quality early childhood education to students of semi-urban and rural 

India.
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 Financial Inclusion and 

e-Governance Services :

Keeping in mind the urgent need for Financial Inclusion in the country, AISECT has 

successfully established a Financial Inclusion model that has been synchronizing more 

and more services through the AISECT's Multi-purpose ICT enable centres in rural 

areas. AISECT has set up over 4000 banking kiosks in association with 3 

nationalized banks and 2 regional rural banks with 88 lakh accounts 

opened so far and transactions worth Rs. 5000 crores, initiated mobile 

ATM services, and started offering renewal premium collection services for reputed 

insurance companies. 

AISECT's prestigious Common Service Centre Project, under the Government of India, 

was a resonating success and led to the establishment of 2926 CSCs in Madhya 

Pradesh, 1487 in Chhattisgarh and 585 CSCs in Punjab. Apart from AISECT's core 

education, training & B2C services, these CSCs provided services under schemes like 

Jan Sunwai Kendra, Farmer Registration, PFRDA, MP Online, National Population 

Register, MNREGA, PAN Card as well as Suvidhaa Online. The AISECT's CSCs in 

M.P, Chhattisgarh and Punjab also functioned as the permanent UID (Aadhar) Card 

Enrolment Centres. Recently AISECT has also established 300 E-Mitra Kiosks in 

Rajasthan which are prouiding government services to the citizens

Focused on bridging the demand and supply gap in the job market, AISECT has 

established India's biggest rural job portal, Rojgar Mantra. Rojgarmantra.com is a 

one-of-a-kind job portal focused on providing relevant employment opportunities and 

related services to the job seekers while at the same time providing a medium for 

employers to recruit suitable skilled and semi killed manpower. With over 3 lakh job 

seekers already registered with the portal, Rojgar Mantra is poised to be the biggest 

rural job placement initiative of India.

 Placement :
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A true path-breaker in terms of its vision, reach and passion for spreading education, 

technical expertise, generating employment as well as revenue opportunities for the 

previously untapped semi-urban and rural areas of the country, AISECT has won 

numerous awards and recognitions at national as well as international platforms. 

Recognized as “the most sustainable and scalable form of IT penetration & 

popularization in India” by the World Bank-IIM (A) Joint Report, AISECT has been 

working towards bridging the skill and ICT gap between urban and rural India. It has 

also been recognized by UNDP for its innovative ICT based vocational training to 

youth in rural and semi-urban India. The organization has been a recipient of 

prestigious awards like the Schwab Foundation's Social Entrepreneur of the Year 

Award instituted by the World Economic Forum as well as the Ashoka Senior 

Fellowship for AISECT's Chairman & Managing Director Mr. Santosh Choubey, 

Indian Innovation Award, Manthan Award South Asia & Asia Pacific, Skoch 

Corporate Leadership Award, NASSCOM I.T. Innovation Award, ASSOCHAM 

Excellence in Education Award, NASSCOM EMERGE 50 Leader Award, Golden 

Icon National e-Governance Award, TiE Lumis Partners Entrepreneurial Excellence 

Award, World Education Summit Award, Inc India 500 Award, Asian Forum i4d 

Award and Best Practice Recognition Award by the National Skill Development 

Corporation (NSDC).

 Award & Accolades :

TiE Lumis Partners 
Entrepreneurial 

Excellence Award 2009



Unique Identification Authority

of India (UIDAI)
The Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) is a statutory agency 

th
established on 12  Jul'16 by the Government of India, under the Ministry of 

Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY), in accordance with the Aadhaar Act 

2016. Responsible for implementing the Aadhaar scheme, a unique identification 

project which issues a 12 digit unique-identity number to all Indian 

residents based on their biometric and demographic data. The number is 

linked to the resident's basic demographic and biometric information such as 

photograph, ten fingerprints and two iris scans, which are stored in a 

centralized database.

Prior to its establishment as a statutory authority, UIDAI was functioning as an 

attached office of the Planning Commission of India.

The brand name of the Unique Identification number (UID) is Aadhaar. The name and 

logo for the unique numbers to be issued by the UIDAI have been developed keeping 

in mind the transformational potential of the program. Together, they communicate 

the essence and spirit of the UIDAI's mandate to people across the country. 

Objectives:

 Eliminate duplicate

and fake identities

Transparent verification

and authentication in

an easy, cost-effective way

Access to a host

of government

benefits and services

Highlights:

 World's largest

biometric ID system

 Over 1.154 billion enrolled

Aadhaar members in India
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Registrars :
The UIDAI has a well-defined process for appointing Registrars to assist in the 

enrollment process. "Registrar" is any entity recognized by the UIDAI 

for the purpose of enrolling the individuals for UID numbers. 

Registrars are typically departments or agencies of the State Government/Union 

Territory, public sector undertakings and other 

agencies and organizations who interact with 

residents, in the normal course of 

implementation of some of their programs, 

activities or operations. Examples of such 

Registrars are Rural Development 

Department (for NREGS) or Civil Supplies 

and Consumer Affairs Department

(for TPDS), insurance companies such as Life 

Insurance Corporation and Banks.

CSC e-Governance Services India 

Ltd. (CSC SPV) has been appointed as 

Registrar by UIDAI to engage CSCs 

across the country, to become 

permanent Enrollment centres of 

UIDAI. Enabling CSCs to act as 

Permanent Enrollment Centres 

would facilitate the citizens to 

have their UID enrollments in their 

locality itself. This would help in obtaining cent per cent coverage of UID 

enrollments in an effective and efficient manner.

AISECT Ltd. has been on-boarded by UIDAI Regional Offices (RO) of 

states for operation of UID Enrollment.

Enrollment Agencies :
Enrollment Agencies are entities hired by the Registrars to 

undertake demographic and biometric data collection for UID 

enrollment. Enrollment Agencies must ensure continued empanellment by UIDAI 

in order to be engaged by the Registrars. If

non-empanelled agencies are engaged by Registrars, they are also subject to the 

same terms and conditions as the empanelled agencies.
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No. of
Enrollment

Stations

No. of
Enrollments

Name of StateS. No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Total

Madhya Pradesh

Chhattisgarh

Uttar Pradesh

Bihar

Punjab

Gujarat

Haryana

771

193

95

182

142

66

6

1455

8257012

1670233

191690

1098597

1532641

1099675

40336

13890184

AISECT in UIDAI Project
AISECT Ltd. has been empanelled by UIDAI as an Enrollment Agency for 

various registrars to establish and operate Permanent Enrollment Centres 

(PECs) through the various centres located across India.

To cater to the needs and benefits of the rural population with UIDAI services, AISECT 

Ltd. has established PECs on their pre-existing centres at the Panchayat level. AISECT 

Ltd. has signed a MOU with Registrar, CSC e –Governance Services 

India Ltd., in Oct'12 in the States of Madhya Pradesh, Punjab and Chhattisgarh.

In order to establish the PECs at the centres, AISECT Ltd. has been on-boarded by 

various UIDAI ROs under the registrarship of CSC e –Governance Services India Ltd. 

AISECT Ltd. has started its UIDAI operations with the district Panna Of 

Madhya Pradesh and established its first centre at village Brijpura. 

Soon its centres were established in more than 30 districts of Madhya Pradesh.

After Madhya Pradesh, AISECT Ltd. started its operations in Punjab and 

Gujarat and soon expanded to states like Chhattisgarh and Bihar. At present, there 

are more than 186 PECs operating in Chhattisgarh and Bihar with a 

consolidated 224 enrollment stations.

AISECT Ltd. through this initiative has benefitted more than 1.25 crores 

resident and more than 1 crore residents have received their Aadhaar 

numbers.
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Citizens can get themselves enrolled and avail post-enrollment services like 

modification of demographic details in Aadhaar Card (Name, Address, Date of 

Birth, etc.) through these centres. Moreover, they can update their biometric data 

and link their email and mobile number with their Aadhaar number at these centres.

These Permanent Enrollment Centres serves as a single point-of-contact 

offering Aadhaar based services to citizens. Moreover, citizens can also 

get their e-aadhaar letter to avail beneficial Government schemes like Direct Benefit 

Transfer (DBT), after paying a nominal sum to the centres.
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Highlights:

 Over 1450
machines used

to enroll citizen 

The internet-enabled centres also allow citizens to get their Aadhaar number 

by simply providing their name and biometric impression.

AISECT Ltd. has also been empanelled with the State Registrar, MPSEDC MP in 

Sep'14.

Till date AISECT has registered more than 750 machines which are being 

used to enroll residents as well as to provide after-enrollment services like 

demographic and biometric update,

e-aadhaar downloading, etc.

AISECT Ltd. has also imparted UID services through more than 90 stations in 

the state of Uttar Pradesh, under the Registrar of Dena Bank.

 1.25 crore
benefitted

 1 crore
Aadhaar numbers

distributed

AISECT UID PROJECT TEAM
Focused on providing quality and timely UID services to 

residents, AISECT Ltd. has periodically updated the centres 

with new initiatives taken by UIDAI and to that effect 

established a dedicated project team for UIDAI project. This 

team is based at AISECT's Head Quarters in Bhopal and also 

at the various State and Regional Office across the country.
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The UID Project Team showcasing the entire project

eco-system:

AISECT
HEAD QUARTERS

National Head 

State Head Accounts
Executive

MIS executive VPN Exeutive EA Admin

TSE - Technical Support Executive 

RTSE - Regional Technical Support Executive

Sr. TSE 1 (STATE 1) Sr. TSE 2 (STATE 2) Sr. TSE 3 (State 3)

RTSE 1 RTSE 1 RTSE 1 RTSE 1 RTSE 1 RTSE 1 RTSE 1 RTSE 1 RTSE 1
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METHODOLOGY
The objective behind the UIDAI scheme is to provide a 12 digit unique-identity 

number to all Indian citizens and this necessitates a uniform enrollment process 

across the entire eco-system of Registrars to successfully build the residents' database. 

Achievement of such uniformity requires that the team involved in the enrollment 

process at the field-level, is thoroughly trained to accomplish the job.

AISECT Ltd. has developed a comprehensive Training Delivery Methodology 

and Training Content for all stakeholders. Understanding the need for a 

comprehensive mechanism to assess the person's skill and proficiency in carrying out 

the enrollment process, AISECT Ltd. has prescribed mandatory Testing & 

Certification for enrollment personnel to ensure adherence to quality aspects.

To ensure uniform quality of the Enrollment process and thorough understanding of all 

the processes involved in the Enrollment Eco-System, the training for the 

Enrollment Staff is conducted by the Registrars and Enrollment 

Agencies. Moreover, AISECT's State/Regional Offices also deliver need-based 

training through various programmes like Classroom Training, Master 

Trainer's Training/TOT and Orientation /Refresher programme of EA 

staff. Mega Training Camps are also conducted by ROs to create a large pool of 

Enrollment Staff.

There are other stakeholders including Officials from PRI/ULB, District Level Officers 

(DLOs), Introducer and Verifier which need to be sensitized about the Aadhaar 

Programme and their role in the Aadhaar Enrollment Process. From time to time, 

AISECT Ltd. also organises various programmes for these stakeholders.

The aim of the training is to make the Enrollment Staff understand how

to setup and manage an Enrollment Centre, use various devices required for 

enrollment, familiarizing audience with the Aadhaar Enrollment process and how to 

handle exceptional cases throughthese programmes.
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UIDAI
Generates 12 Digit UID to Citizens

APPOINTS

REGISTRARS

EMPANELS
ENROLLMENT AGENCY

AFTER TECHNICAL
AND FINANCIAL
VERIFICATION

CONTRACTS ENROLLMENT

AGENCY TO COLLECT

RESIDENT'S DATA

FROM THE PECs

COLLECTS DATA FROM

CITIZENS DIRECTLY

ENSURES SET-UP OF

ENROLLMENT CENTRE
ENSURES RESIDENT'S DATA

IS SENT TO THE CENTRAL IDENTITIES

DATA REPOSITORY (CIDR)

APPOINTS

OPERATORS AND

SUPERVISORS

 MONITORS FIELD 

ACTIVITY

 ADHERE FIELD 

ACTIVITY

 CONDUCT 

OPERATOR & 

SUPERVISOR 

TRAINING

OPERATORS
 ENROLS CITIZENS

 CAPTURE DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

 COLLECT BIOMETRIC DETAILS

 COLLECT THE PHYSICAL/ ELECTRONIC 

COPY OF SUPPORTING DOCUMENT 

OR CONVERT IT INTO ELECTRONIC 

FORMAT

SUPERVISORS
 MANAGE THE CENTRE

 ADHERE TO 

PROCESSES, DATA 

QUALITY AND 

EXCEPTION 

MANAGEMENT

OPERATORS AND SUPERVISORS

REGITRARS
Conducts
Enrollment

ENROLLMENT

AGENCY
Collects Biometric and

Demographic data
of citizens
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The Operator and Supervisor are given a mandatory Induction 
Training which illustrates in details the various activities involved in the enrollment 
process and also explains the different equipment and gadgets involved. They are 
also trained on transliteration skills in the local language that enables them 
to understand and adjust to the local situation.

It is mandatory for Operators and Supervisors to have the appropriate certification 
from a testing and certifying agency authorized by UIDAI. 

TRAINING
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TOT of Operators & Supervisors

Q&A Session after TOT

Seminar on UID

Discussion with Government Authorities



 Enrollment of Residents :

Residents who haven't registered themselves with UIDAI and have not received their 

Aadhaar number are enrolled to obtain their Aadhaar number

Setting up of

Permanent Enrollment Centre (PEC)

Operators /Supervisors must have their Aadhaar numbers generated and 

certification test passed for getting activated in accordance with UIDAI guidelines 

prior to commencing enrollments.  AISECT Ltd. adds these Operators and 

Supervisors to its admin portal and issues them unique IDs to do the enrollment at 

PECs.

Registration & Activation of Enrollment Operator/ Supervisors at UIDAI

AISECT Ltd. helps the PECs to install the latest version of Aadhaar Enrollment 

software, configured client's laptops and registered with CIDR.  All the latest master 

data such as Pin-code, Operator credentials, list of documents, etc., should be 

uploaded by the client. Thorough testing is then conducted on the client along with 

local language support, Pin-code and master data availability. After registering, the 

station with CIDR Operator/Supervisor is on-boarded on the enrollment stations.

Software Installation, Configuration and Registration

After all the pre activities are completed, PEC starts enrolling citizens. The PECs 

provide the following services to the residents :

  Biometric Update of Residents :

• Age <5 years at the time of initial enrollment:

The child should be re-enroled when the child attains an age of 5 years and all 

biometric data should be provided. 

• Age between 5 and 15 years at the time of enrollment:

The resident should furnish all biometrics for updates when the resident attains 

age of 15 years.

• Age >15 years at the time of enrollment:

Residents are recommended to update their biometric data every 10 years.

•  Events like accidents or diseases leading to biometric exception
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 Demographic Data Update for Residents:

 Update to register changes in life events such as marriage that may lead to 

residents changing their basic demographic details such as name and address. 

Address and mobile number could also change due to migration to newer 

locations

 Changes in various service delivery platforms may lead residents to declaration 

request changes and to add mobile number to CIDR, etc.

 Errors made during the enrollment process wherein the resident's demographic 

data may have been captured incorrectly

 Update to change the local language of enrollment

 UIDAI may also ascertain availability of POI, POA and other documents 

collected at the time of enrollment/update and its quality and decide to notify 

resident to update their demographic information and submit the required 

document

  Printing of E-Aadhaar : 

Residents whose Aadhaar number has been issued but card has not been 

received can get their e-aadhaar letter from these PECs

  Advance Search for lost EIDS

  Advance search for e-aadhaar

 Downloading of e-aadhaar

 Online update through resident portal

 Biometric updates because of authentication failures resulting from incorrect 

biometric capture or poor biometric quality captured at the time of enrollment



PROCESS FLOW

OF PEC

Enrollment Centre

Documents
Verification and

form Filling

Enrollment
of Resident

Machine
Sync

Scanning of
Documents

Data Export,
Upload &
Backup

Technical
Support

Executive 

DATA
Upload

MIS
Executive 
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SUPERVISION & MONITORING

AISECT Ltd. has appointed a trained team of technical support 

executives who have more than 5 years of experience in the UIDAI 

project. These technical support executives strictly monitor the syncing and 

uploading of packets to be done on time. Aimed at conducting monitoring uniformly 

across different states and regions and eradicating unwanted delay in synching the 

machine and uploading of packets, the team is appointed at the Head-office level as 

well as on the state-level and regional-level.

Monitoring:

AISECT Head Office Team

Centalised Calling
to all operators
and supervisors to
upload packets

MIS
Executive

Sr. Technical
Support Executive

Downloading
Sync Report

Ananlysis
Report

Sending report
to regional
Tech Support
Executive

Getting
Machine Sync
which is not
Synched

Downloading
Reconciliarion
Report

Sharing
Reconciliation
Report
with RTSE

Getting
pending packets
uploaded

Data Upload

Monitoring Process Flow
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AISECT Ltd. has established an expert Technical Support team in each 
State/Regional Office to provide technical support during enrollment at the 
enrollment centre. AISECT Ltd. is one of the top Enrollment Agencies in India that 
provides uninterrupted and prompt technical support to the operators and 
supervisors on real time basis. AISECT Ltd. has the best technical support executives 
who are dedicated towards providing timely support to all the clients by providing 
remote support or physical inspection.

Technical Support:

AISECT Head Office Technical Team

RTSE 1 RTSE 2 RTSE 3 RTSE 4 RTSE 5

PEC 1 PEC 1 PEC 1 PEC 1 PEC 1 PEC 1 PEC 1 PEC 1 PEC 1 PEC 1

AISECT Technical Support Team

Sr. TSE 1 Sr. TSE 2

TSE - Technical Support Executive 

RTSE - Regional Technical Support Executive

 - Permanent Enrollment CentrePEC
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CAMPS AND CAMPAIGNS

AISECT Ltd. in collaboration with the Jail department of Madhya Pradesh had 

launched a campaign for enrolling prisoners in the jail itself with the 

help of the Jail administration. Many of the prisoners were enrolled during this 

campaign. The details of the prisoners who were not enrolled previously for Aadhaar 

were enrolled and some of them who had Aadhaar were updated with their biometric 

data as well as demographic data. The families of Jail employees were also enrolled 

for Aadhaar and their Aadhaar data was also updated.

 Prisoners' Enrollments in Jail:

AISECT Ltd. has also played an active role in realizing social initiatives. As per the 

directions from the Social Welfare Department of Government of India, 

Aadhaar camps were organised in various districts of Madhya Pradesh to cover all 

pending pensioner enrollments and provide the new enrollment and update services 

to the pensioners of the state.

 Pensioners Enrollment in Madhya Pradesh:
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Aadhar Enrollment in Progress

Aadhar Enrollment in Jail Premises

Aadhar Enrollment of Citizens

Aadhar Enrollment in Jail Premises



According to the UIDAI analysis of remaining population to be catered for Aadhaar 

enrollment it was seen that a major number of children who are in the age of 0-5 

years are deprived of Aadhaar enrollment. Hence in order to provide Aadhaar 

number to them a campaign was launched to get these children enrolled. A route 

plan was developed in coordination with the Women & Child Welfare Department 

and the district administration for deploying the camps as per the route plan.

Enrollments in Anganwadi Centres:

AISECT Ltd. in coordination with the education department has deployed special 
st th

camps in schools for enrollment of students from 1  – 12  standard. At these camps 

new enrollments for Aadhar and updation of biometric and demographic data both 

was done.

 Enrollment of School Students:
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Aadhar Enrollment of School Students

Aadhar Enrollment at Anganwadi Centres

Aadhar Camp in School Premises

Aadhar Camp at Anganwadi Centre



UID Campaign to Enroll Sadhus and Saints at

Simhasth Kumbh Mahaparv Mela, Ujjain, 2016

AISECT Ltd. organized the establishment of an Enrollment Centre for the issuance of 

Aadhaar number to the Sadhus and Saints who were present at the Simhasth 

Kumbh Mahaparv Mela, Ujjain, 2016. Aimed at bring these pious souls in the 

mainstream of society, AISECT Ltd. took this opportunity and established two camps at the 

Chamunda Devi Zonal Office and Datt Akhada Zonal Office. These camps were 
thstarted on 25  Apr'15.

SUCCESS STORIES

AISECT Ltd. provided free UID services at these centres and greatly benefitted 

the resident or devotees or Sadhu or Sant of the region.  A team of Operator and 

Supervisors were sent to do a survey at every Akhada for the enrollment of Sadhus and 

saints. Efforts were made to increase awareness about the importance of Aadhaar numbers 

among Sadhus and Saints and successfully enrolled more than 114 Sadhus, including 

Naga Sadhus.

The District Administration also supported by providing the space and required 

infrastructure at these zonal offices with uninterrupted power-supply, free Wi-Fi services, etc. 

Moreover, the District Administration also started the IEC campaign by organizing Public 

Announcement System that invited residents to get enrolled at these centres. The District 

Administration also helped by providing advance search facility for the residents to fetch the 

information of their Aadhaar enrollment.
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Enrollment In Banks :
AISECT as of now is also providing Manpower & Enrollment Station to Banks for the enrollment of 
the residents as well as various other services related to Aadhaar. AISECT is delivering its 
manpower services to the state bank of India in 5 circles and 6 states.

SL. No Circle State No of branches

1 Bhopal MP 43

2 Bhopal CG 10

3 Lucknow UP 56

4 Hyderabad Telangana 11

5 Ahmedabad Gujarat 12

6 Jaipur Rajasthan 01

At these Aadhaar enrollment centers all the residents are availing the Aadhaar services without 
any hassle and problems.
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Highlights :

 556 Total entries         155 Biometric updates

 114 New Sadhus enrolled  60 e-Aadhaar downloaded

 227 Residents enrolled     40 PVC cards distributed to Sadhus
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